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(1) Technischer Überwachungsverein

说说明明

此 8 通道、组隔离式、数字输入模块参考设计侧重于对

工业功能安全有需求的 应用 。此设计可实施诊断功

能，以帮助检测永久和瞬态随机硬件故障。此输入模块

的概念已经过 TUEV SUED (TÜV (1)SÜD) 的评估，并且

符合 IEC61508-2:2010 (SIL2) 和 EN13849-1:2015
(Cat2 PLd) 的要求。此外，此设计还具有 0 硬件容错

(HFT) 能力（1oo1D 架构），并且具有设计用于符合

IEC61131-2（1 类）建议的数字输入。

资资源源

TIDA-010049 设计文件夹

RM41L232 产品文件夹

LMR36006 TPS3852 产品文件夹

TPS62230 LM5166 产品文件夹

TPS22917 TPS2662 产品文件夹

REF3030 ISO7741 产品文件夹

TLV9001 TPS3700 产品文件夹

TL431LI TVS0500 产品文件夹

SN74LVC1G11 TMP302 产品文件夹

SN74LVC2G132 SN74LVC1G125 产品文件夹

CSD18541F5 SN74AHC594 产品文件夹

咨询我们的 E2E™ 专家

特特性性

• 符合 IEC61131-2（1 类）标准的组隔离式、8 通道

数字输入

• 概念符合 IEC61508-2:2010 (SIL2) 和 EN13849-
1:2015 (Cat2 PLd) 的要求（经过 TÜV SÜD 评估）

• 诊断和监控 特性

• 误接线保护（反极性、数字输入短路、开路和交叉

线）

• 尺寸小

应应用用

• 功能安全数字输入模块

• 工业机器人 I/O 模块

• 伺服驱动器控制模块

• 火车控制和管理系统

该 TI 参考设计末尾的重要声明表述了授权使用、知识产权问题和其他重要的免责声明和信息。
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1 System Description

The digital input module is a widely used I/O module in the programmable logic controllers (PLC) space.
The use-cases are very flexible. A sensor connected to an input can vary from a switch monitoring a door
to a digital encoder for motors.

Digital inputs can be current-sinking or current-sourcing. This design supports the current-sinking type of
digital input. This means that the sensor is connected between the field supply rail (typically 24 V) and the
digital input. The current flows through the digital input to the ground.

Standard input modules may fail without being recognized by the system, for example, an input channel
may indicate that the sensor switch is closed (logical 1) high while the sensor switch is essentially open
(logical 0). Where this might be acceptable in a standard application, a functional safety application cannot
tolerate this behavior. This design focuses on the functional safety aspect to detect random faults and to
act accordingly.

An input channel count of 8 was chosen to comply with commonly used channel counts, such as 4, 8, 16,
and 32 with respect to the number of available MCU analog inputs and digital input and output pins. No
additional logic, such as general purpose input and output (GPIO) expanders, is required to drive the
diagnostic signals. This avoids additional fault sources and does not unnecessarily complicate the design.

1.1 Key System Specifications

表表 1. Key System Specifications

PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS DETAILS
Input power source 24 V (±20%) 节 2.4.3.1
Average active-state current consumption at Vin = 24 V
(no power delivery load) 23.5 mA 节 3.2.2.1

Average power consumption at Vin = 24 V (no power
delivery load) 0.57 W 节 3.2.2.1

Number of input channel 8 1 节

Reverse polarity protection yes 节 2.4.3.1
Overvoltage protection yes 节 2.4.3.1
Output voltage (power delivery) 24 V (±20%) 节 2.4.3.2
Maximum output current (total of all sensor supplies) 800 mA 节 2.4.3.2
Power delivery short-circuit protection yes 节 2.4.3.2
Sinking-current input yes 节 2.4.3.3
Input according to IEC61131-2 yes; type 1 节 2.4.3.3
Type of input voltage DC 节 2.4.3.3
Signal range -30 V to +30 V 节 2.4.3.3
0-state voltage range -30 V to +10 V 节 2.4.3.3
1-state voltage range +15 V to +30 V 节 2.4.3.3
Input current for 1-state (24-V DC) 3.5 mA 节 2.4.3.3
Global ALARM indicator yes; red LED 节 2.4.3.6
Channel state indicator yes; green LED per channel 节 2.4.3.6
Input power indicator yes, green LED 节 2.4.3.6
ADC conversion (all channels, including diagnostics) 15 µs (no external cap) / 550 µs (external cap) 节 2.4.3.3
Potential separation between input channels no 2.4 节

Potential separation between input channels and back-
end

yes 2.4 节

Potential separation between input channels and power
supply

no 2.4 节

http://www.ti.com.cn
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表表 1. Key System Specifications (continued)
PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS DETAILS

Operating temperature -40ºC to +105ºC 节 3.2.2.1
Dimension L x B x H 75 x 60 x 15 mm (2.95" x 2.36" x 0.59") 4.3 节

1.2 Definitions and Abbreviations

ABBREVIATION DEFINITION
0-state logical '0' read by a digital input channel
1-state logical '0' read by a digital input channel
SELV Safety Extra Low Voltage
PELV Protective Extra Low Voltage
module, design, board, circuit TIDA-010049 hardware as shown in the first-page images
UV undervoltage
OV overvoltage
RPP Reverse Polarity Protection
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
SIL Safety Integrity Level
HFT Hardware Fault Tolerance
DTI Diagnostics Test Interval
WWDT Window Watchdog Timer
MCU Microcontroller Unit
POR Power-on reset
Monitoring permananent observation of a system variable, such as a supply rail or temperature
Diagnostics Injection of an (error) signal to an element to verify its correct function and to test its

behavior during a fault
IDE Integrated Development Environment

http://www.ti.com.cn
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/TIDUEN7.pdf
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2 System Overview

2.1 Block Diagram

图图 1. TIDA-010049 Block Diagram

2.2 Design Considerations

Functional safety is important in the industrial space. This digital input module design addresses this need
by adding the functional safety aspect with diagnostics and a monitoring function. These features help to
detect permanent and transient random faults to avoid harm to humans, the environment, and assets.

The concept of this design has been assessed by TÜV SÜD. The concept meets requirements according
to IEC61508-2:2010 (SIL2) and EN13849-1:2015 (Cat2 PLd).

注注: This design itself is an interpretation of the systems engineer. This design was not reviewed
by TÜV SÜD and, therefore, does not claim to be in accordance of IEC61508 or EN13849.

The goal of the concept is to develop an SIL2 digital input with a hardware fault tolerance (HFT) equal to
zero. The Hercules™ processor used here is certified up to SIL3 and has a HFT of zero, helping to reach
this goal. An external window watchdog is required. The power tree is implemented with three buck
converters. All voltage rails are monitored against undervoltage (UV) and overvoltage (OV).

There are multiple ways to implement the digital input front end. This design uses a discrete approach,
which offers the most flexibility. The diagnostics portion is integrated seamlessly. Furthermore, a discrete
design with simple components can lower the effort of the failure analysis.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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The power for the external sensors is provided from the digital input module. This current-limited power
supply can be turned off to run certain wiring faults detection algorithms. The power can be supplied from
an auxiliary source but with the penalty of limited wiring fault detection.

This design distinguishes between faults, which may lead to a fault of the Hercules MCU and faults, which
are not influencing the Hercules MCU. If the Hercules MCU might be impacted, an independent safestate
logic is triggered. The safestate function is reached by putting the communication to a condition, which is
forbidden in normal operation. A feature of the digital data isolator helps to achieve this goal.

2.3 Highlighted Products

2.3.1 RM41L232

The RM41L232 device is a high-performance microcontroller for safety systems. The safety architecture
includes dual CPUs in lockstep, CPU and Memory BIST logic, ECC on both the flash and the data SRAM,
parity on peripheral memories, and loopback capability on peripheral I/Os.

The RM41L232 device integrates the Arm® Cortex®-R4 CPU. The CPU offers an efficient 1.66
DMIPS/MHz, and has configurations that can run up to 80 MHz, providing up to 132 DMIPS.

2.3.2 TPS3852H33

The TPS3852 is a precision voltage supervisor with an integrated window watchdog timer. The TPS3852
includes a precision undervoltage supervisor with an undervoltage threshold (VITN) that achieves 0.8%
accuracy over the specified temperature range of –40°C to +125°C. In addition, the TPS3852 includes
accurate hysteresis making the device ideal for use with tight tolerance systems. The supervisor RESET
delay features a 15% accuracy, high-precision delay timer.

The TPS3852 includes a programmable window watchdog timer for a wide variety of applications. The
dedicated watchdog output (WDO) enables increased resolution to help determine the nature of fault
conditions.

2.3.3 LMR36006

The LMR36006 regulator is an easy-to-use, synchronous, step-down DC/DC converter. With integrated
high-side and low-side power MOSFETs, up to 0.6 A of output current is delivered over a wide input
voltage range of 4.2 V to 60 V. Tolerance goes up to 66 V. The transient tolerance reduces the necessary
design effort to protect against overvoltages and meets the surge immunity requirements of IEC 61000-4-
5.

The LMR36006 uses peak-current-mode control to provide optimal efficiency and output voltage accuracy.

2.3.4 LM5166Y

The LM5166 is a compact, easy-to-use, 3-V to 65-V, ultra-low IQ synchronous buck converter with high
efficiency over wide input voltage and load current ranges. With integrated high-side and low-side power
MOSFETs, up to 500 mA of output current can be delivered at fixed output voltages of 3.3 V. The
converter is designed to simplify implementation while providing options to optimize the performance for
the target application. Pulse frequency modulation (PFM) mode is selected for optimal light-load efficiency
or constant on-time (COT) control for nearly constant operating frequency.

The high-side P-channel MOSFET can operate at 100% duty cycle for lowest dropout voltage. The current
limit setpoint is adjustable to optimize inductor selection for a particular load current requirement.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.3.5 TPS622318

The TPS622318 is a high-frequency, synchronous, step-down DC/DC converter optimized for battery-
powered portable applications. It supports up to 500-mA output current at an output voltage of 1.25 V and
allows the use of tiny and low-cost chip inductors and capacitors.

The TPS622318 features a switching frequency of 3 MHz. At medium to heavy loads, the converter
operates in pulse width modulation (PWM) mode and automatically enters power-save mode operation at
light-load currents to maintain high efficiency over the entire load current range.

2.3.6 TPS26624

The TPS26624 is a compact, feature-rich, high-voltage eFuse with a full suite of protection features. The
wide supply input range of 4.5 V to 57 V allows control of many popular DC bus voltages. The device can
withstand and protect the loads from positive and negative supply voltages up to ±60 V. The TPS26624
supports both input as well as output reverse polarity protection feature. Integrated back-to-back FETs
provide a reverse current-blocking feature, making the device suitable for systems with output voltage
holdup requirements during power fail and brownout conditions. Load, source, and device protection are
provided with many adjustable features including overcurrent, output slew rate and overvoltage, and
undervoltage thresholds.

The TPS26624 features latch-off functionality over-temperature and over-current fault events.

2.3.7 TPS22917

The TPS22917 device is a small, single-channel load switch using a low leakage P-Channel MOSFET for
minimum power loss. Advanced gate control design supports operating voltages as low as 1 V with
minimal increase in ON-Resistance and power loss.

The switch ON state is controlled by a digital input that can interface directly with low-voltage control
signals.

2.3.8 ISO7741F

The ISO7741F is a high-performance, quad-channel digital isolators with 5000 VRMS (DW package) and
3000 VRMS (DBQ package) isolation ratings per UL 1577. This family of devices has reinforced insulation
ratings according to VDE, CSA, TUV and CQC.

The ISO7741 device has three forward and one reverse-direction channels. If the input power or signal is
lost, default output is low for devices with suffix F.

2.3.9 REF3030

The REF3030 is a 3.0-V precision, low-power, low-dropout voltage reference offering excellent
temperature drift and initial accuracy.

2.3.10 TPS3700

The TPS3700 wide-supply voltage window supervisor operates over a 1.8-V to 18-V range. The device
has two high-accuracy comparators with an internal 400-mV reference and two open-drain outputs rated
to 18 V for over- and undervoltage detection.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.3.11 TLV9001

The TLV9001 is a single low-voltage (1.8 V to 5.5 V) operational amplifier (op amp) with rail-to-rail input
and output swing capabilities. These op amps provide a cost-effective solution for space-constrained
applications.

2.3.12 TVS0500

The TVS0500 robustly shunts up to 43 A of IEC 61000-4-5 fault current to protect systems from high-
power transients or lightning strikes. The device offers a solution to the common industrial signal line EMC
requirement to survive up to 2 kV IEC 61000-4-5 open circuit voltage coupled through a 42-Ω impedance.
The TVS0500 uses a unique feedback mechanism to ensure precise flat clamping during a fault.

2.3.13 TL431LI

The TL431LI device is a three-terminal adjustable shunt regulator, with specified thermal stability. The
output voltage can be set to any value between Vref (approximately 2.495 V) and 36 V. These devices
have a typical output impedance of 0.3 Ω.

The TL431LI device is offered in two grades with initial tolerances (at 25°C) of 0.5% and 1%, for the B and
A grade, respectively. In addition, low-output drift versus temperature ensures good stability over the
entire temperature range.

2.3.14 TMP302C

The TMP302 device is a temperature switch in a micropackage (SOT563). The TMP302 offers low power
(15-µA maximum) and ease-of-use through pin-selectable trip points and hysteresis.

2.3.15 SN74LVC1G11

The SN74LVC1G11 is a single 3-input positive-AND gate supporting 5-V Vcc operation.

2.3.16 SN74LVC1G125

The SN74LVC1G11 is a single bus buffer gate with 3-state output supporting 5-V Vcc operation.

2.3.17 SN74LVC2G132

The SN74LVC1G11 is a dual 2-input NAND gate with schmitt-trigger inputs supporting 5-V Vcc operation.

2.3.18 SN74AHC594

The SNx4AHC594 devices contain an 8-bit serial-in, parallel-out shift register that feeds an 8-bit D-type
storage register.

2.3.19 CSD18541F5

This 54-mΩ, 60-V, N-Channel FemtoFET™ MOSFET technology is designed and optimized to minimize
the footprint in many space-constrained industrial load switch applications.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.4 System Design Theory

The system is designed in a group-isolated manner, as in, all digital input channels share the same
ground. The isolation to the back end is performed at the SPI to the master processor, as in, the entire
circuit is implemented at the field side.

2.4.1 Concept

图 2 shows the concept of this design. This concept is assessed by TÜV SÜD for a digital input module
meeting requirements for IEC61508-2:2010 (SIL2) and EN13849-1:2015 (Cat2 PLd).

图图 2. TIDA-010049 Concept

2.4.2 Safety Function

The safety function of this design is the reliable conversion of the eight IEC61131-2 compatible digital
inputs represented by defined current and voltage levels to its digital representation including the error-
free forwarding of this information to the master processor. The maximum delay between any input state
change to the corresponding output bit must not exceed a diagnostics test interval (DTI) of less than 1
second.

Parts of the safety function are:
1. Power Supply element
2. Digital Input element
3. Logic element

The Monitoring/Diagnostics element is a supporting function for the elements part of the safety function
and monitors/tests power supply outputs, the digital input channels and external circuit like the watchdog.

The Power Delivery and Signage elements are considered non-safe. Interference-freeness to the safety-
related parts is taken into account.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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2.4.3 Element Description

The following sections describe the elements. For a better understanding, the individual signals are shown
in 表 2. A signal starting with / is low active.

表表 2. Signal Description

SIGNAL NAME SIGNAL TYPE DESCRIPTION
/COLD_RST Control Cold reset of Hercules MCU
/WARM_RST Control Warm reset of Hercules MCU
MASK_COLD_RST Diagnostics Prevents Hercules MCU cold reset during diagnostics
MASK_WARM_RST Diagnostics Prevents Hercules MCU warm reset during diagnostics
/DIAG_ENx Diagnostics Enables diagnostics for digital input channel x
DIAG_CTRLx Control/diagnostics Controls logical level of digital input diagnostics
/ERROR Flag Hercules MCU error signal
/SAFE_STATE Feedback Read-back of safestate
/TST_RST Diagnostics Triggers WDT dignostics
SENSSUP_CTRL Control Power delivery on/off control
/FLT_1.25V_UV Flag Vcore (1.25 V) UV detected
/FLT_1.25V_OV Flag Vcore (1.25 V) OV detected
/FLT_3.3V_OV Flag Vio (3.3 V) OV detected
/FLT_4.3V Flag Vint (4.3 V) UV/OV detected
/FLT_SENSSUP Flag Power delivery fault detected
/FLT_TEMP Flag Board high temperature detected

2.4.3.1 Power Supply

The Power Supply element generates all voltage rails required to power the design. This design is
powered from a safety extra low voltage (SELV) or protective extra low voltage (PELV) power supply. The
nominal input voltage is Vin = 24 V with an accepted variation of ±20% (from 19.2 V to 28.8 V). If Vin is
greater than 33 V, or the current drawn exceeds 1.5 A, the design is permanently de-energized by
triggering a burnable fuse (F1). Wrong polarity protection is realized by MOSFET Q1 in the ground path.
The resistor divider R35, R36 generates a gate voltage of 5.3 V at 19.2 V, which is sufficient to fully turn-
on Q1.

The first stage accepts an input voltage of up to 60 V (66 V absolute maximum). The buck-converter
LMR36006 (U14) generates a constant intermediate voltage Vint = 4.3 V and does not supply any other
circuit than the following DC/DC converter during normal operation.

When Vint is settled to the nominal value, the power good signal from the LMR36006 enables the second
stage. The buck-converter LM5166Y (U15) generates a constant voltage Vio = 3.3 V, which powers all
active components. The switching frequency of this converter is 600 kHz. The built-in current limiter limits
the output current to 300 mA in the event of a load short-circuit. The voltage reference Vref = 3.0 V is
generated from Vio by the voltage reference circuit REF3030 (U9) and a preceding low pass with a corner
frequency of less than 40 dB at 600 kHz. Together with the rejection of the REF3030, the voltage ripple is
within one half LSB of the Hercules MCU 12-bit converter.

When Vio is settled to the nominal value, the power good signal from the LM5166Y enables the third stage.
The buck-converter TPS622318 (U16) generates a voltage Vcore = 1.25 V solely for the MCU core.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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The power tree is set up in a way that it can tolerate an input-to-output short of the first stage or second
stage without affecting operation of the circuit. If the first stage fails, the second stage works with Vin. As
Vint is not connected to any component, the increased voltage will have no effect. If the second stage fails,
the design is powered by Vint. All components in the system tolerate a maximum voltage of at least 4.6 V
at the Vio rail, which allows to continue operation and to report the fault.

An UV or OV of any voltage rail is reported. If the Hercules MCU is impacted by voltage violations, the
design is put into the safestate, and the Hercules MCU is held in reset until the fault disappears. An OV
condition of Vcore is not intercepted, and the design is put in permanent safe state in this fault event. Only a
power cycle can restart the hardware.

If a fault does not impact the Hercules MCU, operation is continued and it is the responsibility of the
Hercules MCU application to report this fault to the next instance (master processor).

图 3 shows the block diagram of the Power Supply element.

图图 3. Block Diagram of the Power Supply Element

2.4.3.2 Power Delivery

The Power Delivery element provides power to the external sensors up to 800 mA in total. An external
sensor can be a displacement sensor with digital output, a traditional relay, or a solid-state relay. The
power to the external sensors can be turned on and off by the Hercules MCU.

The core part of this element is the eFuse TPS26624 (U21). This device is powered from Vin and provides
Vsup to the external sensors if the eFuse is enabled and no fault is detected. Vsup is nearly Vin as the eFuse
connects Vin to Vsup using an internal MOSFET with low Rds_on.

The eFuse notifies the MCU with signal /FLT_SENSSUP if at least one of the following faults or conditions
occur:

• Overcurrent detection

• Vin UV/OV

• Reverse current

• Thermal condition

• eFuse turned off

The TPS26624 latches off during overcurrent and thermal fault condition. A power cycle is required to get
back to normal operation. TI recommends the TPS26625 if an auto-retry is preferred instead.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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The UV threshold is 19 V and the OV threshold is 29 V, which is ±200 mV outside the limit of Vin. This
feature is used to monitor Vin. As the signal /FLT_SENSSUP is shared with other fault sources, a UV or
OV fault may not be clearly identified. A dedicated window comparator may be added to overcome this
limitation.

The TPS26624 features a full input and output reverse polarity protection (RPP). This RPP is not required
as a discrete RPP is already added at the system level to protect the LMR36006 (U14). The RPP for the
TPS26624 can be disabled by connecting pins RTN and GND. This design leaves the RPP feature
enabled.

The in-rush feature allows safe hot-plugging of loads and power up with load connected.

The Power Delivery element is protected against surges by the TVS diode D7.

图 4 shows the block diagram of the Power Delivery element.

图图 4. Block Diagram of the Power Delivery Element

Powering the external sensors straight from a 24-V DC field power supply source is possible, but wire
diagnostics is limited in this case as the module does not control the power for the external sensors.

图 5 shows the detectable miss wiring conditions using the Power Delivery supply.
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图图 5. Detectable Digital Input Wiring Faults

注注: A resistor of 100 kΩ bypassing the switching element of the external sensor is required to
detect all shown wiring faults including wire-break detection.

2.4.3.3 Digital Input Front-End

The Digital Input Front-End element follows the IEC61131-2 standard (type 1) and translates the incoming
DC voltage of up to 30 V to a voltage compatible with the input range of the ADC. 表 3 shows the input
current for multiple signal input voltages (Vsignal).

表表 3. Digital Input Currents

Vsignal 0-STATE CURRENT 1-STATE CURRENT
15 V 138 uA 2.02 mA
24 V 220 uA 3.5 mA
30 V 276 uA 4.5 mA

注注: The current in the 0-state requires a 100-kΩ resistor bypassing the external sensor.

The input current for the 0-state is dominated by the external bypass resistor of typically 100 kΩ. The input
resistance of the digital input of about 8.676 kΩ is added.

When the bypass resistor is shorted (1-state), the input resistance is about 7.4 kΩ at Vsignal = 15 V and 6.6
kΩ at Vsignal = 30 V.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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Each input stage consists of two TVS0500 (U3 and U4) in parallel. If one TVS0500 fails, opening the other
component still protects the input in case of a surge event.

The input signal is attenuated by a resistor divider. The shunt regulator TL431LI (U5) clamps the voltage
at 2.5 V over a wide input range. An additional voltage of maximal 300 mV is built up by R5 on top of the
shunt regulator voltage. Therefore, the maximal voltage at the op-amp input is 2.8 V. The op amp
TLV9001 (U2) acts as a buffer providing a signal with low impedance to the ADC input. The maximal input
voltage of 2.8 V is chosen as the leakage input current of the ADC input increases toward the maximum
input voltage of Vref = 3 V.

The need for the RC combination between the op amp and the ADC input is dependent on the application.
See the ADC source impedance for Hercules™ Arm® safety MCUs application report for more information.
The capacitor shortens the settling time but adds a significant recovery time of about 68 µs. The 3-dB
corner frequency of the input signal for R4 = 200 Ω and C1 = 560 nF is 417 Hz. The ADC round-trip time
is about 550 µs. Removing the capacitor C1 increases the round-trip time to about 15 µs.

Diagnostics is accomplished by injecting and drawing current to and from the signal chain. A simple way
to do this is to use a tri-state digital buffer. The buffer remains in tri-state during normal operation.

If diagnostics is desired and the channel is in 0-state, the signal DIAG_CTRL is set high and the
diagnostics are enabled by asserting signal /DIAG_EN. As a result, the input channel will switch to 1-state.

If the channel is in 1-state, the signal DIAG_CTRL is set low, and the diagnostics are enabled by asserting
signal /DIAG_EN. As a result, the input channel will switch to 0-state.

2.4.3.4 Logic

The Logic element mainly includes the Hercules MCU, the windowed watchdog and the data isolator. A
power switch and several logic gates trigger and provide the safe state in case a fault, which may
influence the correct operation of the Hercules MCU, is detected.

2.4.3.4.1 Hercules MCU

The following integrated blocks of the RM41L232 are used:

• Processing: dual lock-step Arm Cortex -R4 CPU

• ADC: sampling of the digital input channels

• SPI3: communication with master processor

• SPI2: control of signage (LEDs)

• N2HET: timing for ADC

• GIO: interrupts for incoming fault signals, control of diagnostic features

The RM41L232 is designed to help develop functionally safe applications. Internal faults are detected and
indicated by the fault signal /ERROR, which triggers the safe state in this design. Functional safety
designs up to SIL3 (HFT = 0) can be achieved. The Safety Manual for RM42x and RM41x HerculesTM

ARMTM-Based Safety Cricitcal Microcontrollers User's Guide provides information regarding system-level
integration of the Hercules MCU.

2.4.3.4.2 Safe State

The design distinguishes between two fault classes.

• Faults not influencing the Hercules MCU

http://www.ti.com.cn
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• Faults influencing the Hercules MCU

Faults of the first category will not enter the safe state, but the Hercules MCU gets notified. It is the
responsibility of the Hercules MCU application software to report these faults to the master processor. The
second category of faults may lead to a undetermined function of the Hercules MCU. The safe state is
triggered in this case.

The Hercules MCU has two separate reset pins: cold reset (/PORRST pin) and warm reset (/RST pin). A
cold reset is required when any of the supply rails of the Hercules MCU are outside of the specified range.
A warm reset is triggered if the watchdog fails or an Hercules MCU internal fault is detected. The safe-
state is triggered if a cold reset or a warm reset is demanded. The fault sources are:

• Vcore UV or OV fault (cold reset)

• Vio UV fault (cold reset)

• MCU internal error (warm reset)

• windowed watchdog fail (warm reset)

The Vcore UV fault condition is removed as soon as the voltage is back to normal while the Vcore OV sticks,
as this fault may have damaged the core of Hercules MCU permanently. The SN74LVC2G132 (U6) acts
as a RS-flipflop and holds, together with the window comparator U19, the Hercules MCU in cold reset.
The Hercules MCU can only be reset by a power cycle.

The inputs to the RS-flipflop are the signals /FLT_1.25V_UV and /FLT_1.25V_OV. These signals are
inherently sequential. /FLT_1.25V_OV goes high when Vio is available during startup as U19 is powered
from Vio. Vcore is not available at this time. This means that /FLT_1.25V_UV is low and /FLT_1.25V_OV is
high. /FLT_1.25V_UV will transition from low to high when Vcore is within limits after power up. Vcore power
up is delayed as U16 is enabled when Vio is stable. This startup sequence leads to a logic high at pin 7 of
U6. If the Vcore OV fault occurs, the flip-flop flips and a current is injected to the resistor network of U19
forcing a permanent Vcore OV condition, even if the fault has disappeared.

A Vcore UV fault (/FLT_1.25V_UV asserted) has no effect to the flip-flop and triggers a cold reset including
the safe state low directly as long as the fault remains.

The Vio UV fault is handled by the supervisor portion of the windowed watchdog. If Vio drops below 93%
of its nominal value a cold reset (and the safe state) is triggered as long as the fault remains.

Hercules MCU internal self-tests can reveal internal errors, which then trigger the /ERROR pin resulting in
a warm reset (and safe state).

A windowed watchdog timer is recommended to operate the Hercules MCU in functional safety
applications. The TPS3852H33 (U8) is used in this application. The timer expects a falling edge at pin
WDI in a time window of 2.2 ms < tw < 9.3 ms relative to the prior falling edge. If this condition is met,
output /WDO remains high. Otherwise, the output /WDO is asserted, a warm reset generated and the safe
state triggered.

When a fault triggers the safe state, the load switch TPS22917 (U11) is turned off. The network R21, R22,
R25, and D2 allow a trigger from signal /WARM_RST or the output of the 3-input AND gate
SN74LVC1G11 (U10). Signal /WARM_RST is connected to pin /RST of the MCU, which is bidirectional. At
the same time, it must be maskable (signal /MASK_WARM_RST) to prevent an Hercules MCU warm reset
during diagnostics.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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U11 powers down the field side of the isolator ISO7741F (U13). If turned off, U11 will actively discharge
C29 with a resistance of 150 Ohms to GND. This is important as a current can be drawn from pin IND (if
driven high), which can lead to an undefined behavior of U13. Resistor R28 limits the current into pin IND
to 1 mA. The maximum voltage at pin VCC2 of U13 cannot get higher than 150 mV as the 1 mA flows
through the discharge circuit (150 Ohm) of U11. U13 is designed to drive any output pin (here OUTD) on
the isolated side low in case a power-down occurs. The design is then considered to be in the safe state.

The trigger of the safe state logic itself is not maskable. It is implementation-dependent whether the MCU
notifies the master processor about a imminent test or if the master processor commands a test. In any
case, the master processor must be able to distinguish whether the seen safe state is a result of a test or
a real safe state.

During normal operation, the signal MASTER_SPI_MISO is forced high between transfers by the pull-up
resistor R26.

The maximum delay time for a safe state to be is recognized by the master processor is the data frame
length. This means short data frames are recommended. If longer frames are desired, forced 1bits
distributed in the frame, which are checked by the master processor on-the-fly, can decrease the safe
state response time.

图 6 shows the block diagram of the safe state logic.

图图 6. TIDA-010049 Safe State Logic

2.4.3.5 Monitoring/Diagnostics

The Monitoring and Diagnostics element combines a set of diagnostics and monitoring features to test and
observe the components important for the safety function. This element also includes the internal Hercules
MCU monitoring and diagnostics features.

2.4.3.5.1 Voltage Monitors

In this design, all voltage rails are monitored.

Vin (24 V) is monitored by the Power Delivery element . If Vin is less than 19 V or greater than 29 V, the
eFuse U21 generates a fault signal (/FLT_SENSSUP), which is reported to the microcontroller. See 节

2.4.3.2 for more information.
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Vint (4.3 V) is monitored by a window comparator. It will generate a fault signal (/FLT_4.3V) to the
microcontroller if Vint is out of boundaries of ±5%.

Vio (3.3 V) UV is monitored by the supervisor portion of the WWDT. The fault is triggered if Vio falls below
93% of its nominal voltage. The Vio UV fault output (/RESET) is tested by pulling the /MR pin low
(asserting signal /TST_RST). Asserting signal MASK_COLD_RST (high) prevents a cold reset of the MCU
but triggers the safe state logic function for testing. Vio OV is monitored by a comparator and reported to
the MCU. This fault is not critical as the voltage can only go to Vint at maximum, which is not critical.

Vcore (1.25 V) is monitored by a window comparator. The UV fault signal (/FLT_UV_1.2V) is triggered at
92.5% of its nominal value. The OV fault signal (/FLT_OV_1.2V) is triggered at 105% of its nominal value.
The OV fault signal is sticky, as in, it can only be removed by a power cycle. See 节 2.4.3.4.2 for more
information.

2.4.3.5.2 Power Delivery Monitor

The Power Delivery element provides power to the external sensors and is sourced by Vin. The output
turns off in UV, OV, overcurrent, or thermal condition. A fault flag (/FLT_SENSSUP) reports to the
Hercules MCU that at least one of these faults has occurred. See 节 2.4.3.2 for more information.

2.4.3.5.3 Temperature Monitor

Ambient temperature is monitored by the temperature sensor TMP302C (U20). If the board temperature
rises above 100ºC, an ambient temperature fault (/FLT_TEMP asserted) is reported to the microcontroller.

2.4.3.5.4 ADC Monitor

Analog input channel ADIN5 is connected to a shunt reference, which supplies a constant voltage of 2.5-V
DC. If the digital code of this channel deviates from its predefined nominal value range, it is considered a
fault.

The internal multiplexer can be tested by sampling known voltages at ADIN5 (2.5V) and ADIN[0, 1, 3, 4, 6,
16, 20] (GND).

2.4.3.5.5 Window Watchdog Timer Diagnostics

The windowed watchdog timer (WWDT) portion of the TPS3852 (U8) is tested periodically as the
TPS3852 is considered a complex element. The test is performed by omitting watchdog pulses generated
by the MCU. As a result the TPS3852 will assert pin /WDO, which generated a warm reset to the MCU. A
mask signal MASK_WARM_RST prevents the MCU from entering the warm reset. See 节 2.4.3.4.2 for
more information.

2.4.3.5.6 Digital Input Front-End Diagnostics

The digital input signal chain can be tested if the input state remains constant for longer than DTI to
ensure it can still transition to the opposite state. The logic buffer SN74LVC1G125 (U1) injects a signal
opposite to the current sensed state.

If fault of a digital input is detected by the software, the application software must perform one or more of
the following actions:
1. Communicate fault to the master processor
2. Passivate the channel
3. Passivate the module

http://www.ti.com.cn
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The module will not enter the safe state as the functionality of the MCU is not affected by this fault.

See 节 2.4.3.3 for more information.

2.4.3.5.7 SafeState Diagnostics

Triggering the safe function is the result of a set of diagnostics and monitors:
1. /ERROR signal of the microcontroller (internal error)
2. WWDT fault
3. Vio UV fault
4. Vcore UV and OV fault

Items two and three blank the communication between the Hercules MCU and the master processor for a
maximum of 230 ms. This time is dominated by the windows watchdog /RESET and /WDO assertion time.

2.4.3.5.8 Hercules MCU Diagnostics

The /ERROR pin of the Hercules MCU is manually triggered within the DTI to ensure it can trigger the
safe state logic in case an internal fault occurs. The signal MASK_WARM_RST prevents a warm reset of
the Hercules MCU during test.

2.4.3.6 Signage

The LED signage part is not functional-safety related. The 8-bit, serial-to-parallel shift register
SN74AHC594 (U22) expands the SPI port to 8 general-purpose outputs, driving one green status LED per
digital input channel. When the LED is on the MCU, it reads a 1-state. Otherwise, the MCU reads a 0-
state (application-programmable).

The red LED D7 is used as global fault indicator and is application-programmable. The MCU signal is
buffered by the logic buffer SN74LVC1G125 (U23).

The green LED D8 is on if Vin is greater than 19 V to indicate the minimum operating voltage is available.

2.4.3.7 Fault Handling

2.4.3.7.1 Monitoring Faults

表 4 shows a list of detectable system faults, such as voltage and temperature, which are passively
detected by monitors.

表表 4. Faults Passively Detected by Monitoring Feature

ID FAULT FAULT EVENT
TRIGGERS

FAULT EVENT
CONSEQUENCE

REASON

MF1 Vin UV/OV Notification to MCU Application-programmable Input stage or passives fault,
SELV/PSELV PSU fault

MF2 Vint UV/OV Notification to MCU Application-programmable DC/DC 1 fault
MF3 Vio OV Notification to MCU Application-programmable DC/DC 2 fault
MF4 Vio UV MCU cold reset, temporary

safe-state
Reboot of system DC/DC 2 fault

MF5 Vcore OV Module passivation Permanent safe-state, (power
cycle reactivates module)

DC/DC 3 fault

MF6 Vcore UV MCU cold reset, temporary
safe-state

Reboot of system DC/DC 3 fault
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表表 4. Faults Passively Detected by Monitoring Feature (continued)
ID FAULT FAULT EVENT

TRIGGERS
FAULT EVENT
CONSEQUENCE

REASON

MF7 Vsup Notification to MCU Application-programmable Vsup output short to GND,
voltage source higher than Vin
connected

MF8 Ambient temperature Notification to MCU Application-programmable Ambient temperature above limit

2.4.3.7.2 Diagnostics Faults

Selected hardware components are periodically tested to verify their correct operation. 表 5 shows the
supported diagnostic functions.

表表 5. Faults Actively Detected by Diagnostic Features

ID FAULT PART(S)
AFFECTED

DIAGNOSTIC
TRIGGER

DIAGNOSTICS FAIL REASON(S)

DF1 Watchdog TPS3852 (U8) MCU skips WD
pulse

Module does not enter
safe-state

WD pulse not skipped, U8
does not assert pin /WDO,
fault in safe function signal
chain

DF2 Vio UV TPS3852 (U8) Assert /MR pin Module does not enter
safe-state

/MR pin at U8 not asserted,
U8 does not assert pin /RST,
fault in safe function signal
chain

DF3 Digital input channel Logic (U1), Amp
(U2), Ref (U5)

Enable channel
diagnostics

State does not change Fault of components in input
channel

DF4 MCU RM41L232 (U7) BIST /ERROR asserted MCU internal fault
DF5 MCU RM41L232 (U7) /ERROR asserted Module does not enter

safe-state
/ERROR not asserted, fault in
safe function signal chain

DF6 Safe function Logic (U10),
Switch (U11),
Isolator (U13)

DF1/DF2/DF4 or
DF5

Master processor and
MCU disagree on safe
function diagnostics
result

DF1/DF2/DF4 or DF5 trigger
fault, fault in safe function
signal chain

DF7 Analog-to-digital
converter/external
reference

RM41L232 (U7) Convert analog-to-
digital converter
input channel
ADIN[5]

Converted code
deviates from expected
code

External reference fault,
ADIN[5] driving circuit fault,
multiplexer fault
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3 Hardware, Software, Testing Requirements, and Test Results

3.1 Required Hardware and Software

The TIDA-010049 is a stand-alone board. Once the application software is flashed in the MCU, the design
can run on its own. In a real application, the design communicates with a master processor using header
J3.

3.1.1 Hardware

A 24-V DC power supply connected to J4 is required to operate the board. The master processor
communicates with the board using J3, which provides an isolated SPI. The application software is
flashed with a JTAG emulator, such as the XDS200 USB debug probe, using the 20-pin header J1. 图 7
shows the placement of the components.

3.1.1.1 Header/Connector Pinouts

This section describes all header/connector for this design.

Header J1 is a 20-pin JTAG pinout to connect emulators to the Hercules MCU. Please see the XDS200
Quick Start Guide for the CTI20 pinout used here.

Header J2 is a 2-pin header to disable (jumper removed or to enable (jumper inserted) the watchdog. This
feature helps preventing the watchdog kicking in during development.

Header J3 provides the isolated SPI communication to the master processor. See 表 6 for the pinout.

表表 6. Isolated SPI Pinout

PIN NAME DESCRIPTION
J3.1 Isolated ground
J3.2 SPI data line from Hercules MCU to master processor (MASTER_SPI_MISO)
J3.3 SPI data line from master processor to Hercules MCU (MASTER_SPI_MOSI)
J3.4 SPI clock signal
J3.5 SPI CS signal
J3.6 Isolated 3.3 V

Connector J4 is connected to the external SELV/PELV power supply. See 表 7 for the assignment of the
terminals.

表表 7. 24V DC Power Supply Pinout (J4)

TERMINAL NAME DESCRIPTION
J4.1 24-V DC
J4.2 GND

Connector J5/J6 provides power to the external sensors and the digital input terminals. See 表 8 for the
assignment of the terminals.

表表 8. Power Delivery and Digital Inputs

TERMINAL NAME DESCRIPTION
J5.1 Digital input channel 1
J5.2 Optional power external sensor 1
J5.3 Digital input channel 2
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表表 8. Power Delivery and Digital Inputs (continued)
TERMINAL NAME DESCRIPTION
J5.4 Optional power external sensor 2
J5.5 Digital input channel 3
J5.6 Optional power external sensor 3
J5.7 Digital input channel 4
J5.8 Optional power external sensor 4
J6.1 Digital input channel 5
J6.2 Optional power external sensor 5
J6.3 Digital input channel 6
J6.4 Optional power external sensor 6
J6.5 Digital input channel 7
J6.6 Optional power external sensor 7
J6.7 Digital input channel 8
J6.8 Optional power external sensor 8

图图 7. TIDA-010049 Connector Placements

3.1.2 Software

A test program (not part of the deliverables of the TIDA-010049 reference design package) was developed
to test functionality of the described features. The development platform is the Code Composer Studio
v8.0.0 IDE. The MCU is initialized using the HALCOGEN tool.

During software development, TI recommends disabling the watchdog timer by leaving header J2 open.
This prevents unwanted MCU resets and communication loss to the IDE. If the watchdog is not served by
signal WDI, the signal /WDO is asserted approximately 11 ms after signal /COLD_RST is deasserted.
Asserting signal /WDO results in a warm reset preventing a boot up. Debugging or stopping the program
or a not-served WDI result in missing WDI pulses, causing a reset.
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When using the HALCOGEN tool, it is important to uncheck Enable EFUSE Self test and Enable ESRAM
ECC in tab RM41L232PZ / SAFETY INIT shown in 图 8. These tests, initially enabled, cause the MCU
signal /ERROR to go low, resulting in a immediate warm reset of the MCU. During normal operation, the
signal MASK_WARM_RST prevents a warm reset during the application-programmable tests. However,
this signal is not initialized at the time the HALCOGEN performs these tests (before main). Once the
signal MASK_WARM_RST is under application control, the two remaining tests can be performed with
signal MASK_WARM_RST asserted.

图图 8. Hercules Safety Init Configuration

http://www.ti.com.cn
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3.2 Testing and Results

3.2.1 Test Setup

The test setup is shown in 图 9. The TIDA-010049 reference design is powered from a lab power supply
generating 24-V DC. The external sensors are simulated by shorting a DI to Vsup (switch of external sensor
closed) or connecting a 100 kΩ between Vsup and a DI (switch open).

图图 9. TIDA-010049 Test Setup

Alternatively, the external sensor switches can also be provided by the 8-channel, 2-A high-side driver
reference design for digital output modules. This combination has been tested and works as expected. A
master processor was not connected to the TIDA-010049 during hardware testing.

3.2.2 Test Results

图 10 shows the sequence from the WDI signal fail to SDO (here signal MASTER_SPI_MISO) forced low,
which is the safe state in this design.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图图 10. Safe-State Triggered by Watchdog

As long as the watchdog timer is served by periodic pulses at WDI (yellow trace) the signal /WDO (blue
trace) is deasserted (normal operation). This condition is satisfied if the falling edge of WDI has a period of
2.2 ms to 9.3 ms. If the period is shorter or longer, signal /WDO is asserted. This event causes signal
/SAFE_STATE (purple trace) to go low as the load switch U11 disconnects the isolator U13 from Vio and
connects the power pin of the isolator to ground using the load switch discharge feature. As a result, the
isolator sets the only output, signal MASTER_SPI_MISO (green signal SDO), low. The safe-state is
reached within 22 us once a fault is detected.

The time the safe-state is reached during a WDT fault is dominated by the watchdog timeout. The pull-up
resistor R16 provides the fastest reaction time possible. See the TPS3852 precision voltage supervisor
with programmable window watchdog timer data sheet to learn how to increase the WDI period and, thus,
the reaction time.

3.2.2.1 Power Consumption

The current consumption at Vin = 24 V under normal operation is 23.5 mA. This leads to a module power
consumption of 0.57 W. 图 11 shows the heat distribution after a settling time of 10 minutes of normal
operation without load connected to power delivery.

http://www.ti.com.cn
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图图 11. TIDA-010049 Heat Distribution

The buck converter LMR36006 (U14) of the first power stage in the top middle is the warmest spot on the
board at 38.1ºC, which is about 13.5ºC above ambient temperature, which is inline with calculations. The
Hercules MCU running at a clock speed of 80 MHz is in range of 36ºC.

The maximum-allowed ambient temperature of this design is 105ºC, dictated by the Hercules MCU.

3.2.2.2 Test Cases

The tests shown in 表 9 were performed to verify expected operation of the circuit during the given fault.
Each test was performed isolated, as in, a full power cycle was executed between the tests.

Faults which are critical for reliable MCU operation trigger a reset of the MCU. The MCU reset is
suppressed by signals MASK_*. Asserting these signals as stated below suppress a MCU reset as stated
in the test cases.

Test cases starting with M test monitoring functions (observation of a value). Test cases starting with D
test diagnostics functions (force a predefined state to verify correct function).

http://www.ti.com.cn
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表表 9. Test Plan

TEST
CASE

SECTION TEST ACTION EXPECTED RESULT CONDITIONS TEST
RESULT

M1 Power supply Vin UV supply Apply 18.5 V/GND
to J4.1/2

Power delivery not
working
(/FLT_SENSSUP
asserted), LED D8 off

- OK

M2 Vin OV supply 1 Apply 29.5 V/GND
to J4.1/2

Power delivery not
working
(/FLT_SENSSUP
asserted), LED D8 on

- OK

M3 Vin OV supply 2 Apply 40 V/GND to
J4.1/2

Fuse burned, board
permanently de-
energized, no input
current

- NOT
TESTED

M4 Vin reverse polarity Apply 24 V/GND to
J4.2/1

No input current - OK

M5 Vsup reverse current Apply 24 V/GND to
J5.2/J4.2

No input current - OK

M6 Vsup reverse polarity Apply 24 V/GND to
J4.2/J5.2

No input current - OK

M7 Overload Short J5.2 to J4.2 No current J5.2 to J4.2 Normal operation OK
M8 Vint OV Short R41 /FLT_4.3V asserted Vin = 24 V OK
M9 Vint UV Short R47 /FLT_4.3V asserted Vin = 24 V OK
M10 Vio OV Short R46 FLT_3.3V_OV asserted Vin = 24 V OK
M11 Vcore OV Temporarily short

R40
/FLT_1.2V_OV
asserted, /COLD_RST
permanently asserted
(until power cycle)

Vin = 24 V OK

M12 Vcore UV Short R48 /FLT_1.2V_UV
asserted, /COLD_RST
asserted

Vin = 24 V OK

M13 Temperature
sensor

Test temperature
sensor

Not performed /FLT_TEMP asserted Vin = 24 V NOT
TESTED

D1 Watchdog Vio UV Assert
MASK_COLD_RST
and
MASK_WARM_RS
T, assert
/TST_RST

Safety function
triggered,
/SAFE_STATE
asserted,
MASTER_SPI_MISO
low

Normal operation OK

D2 Watchdog WDI pulse missing/bad
timing

Assert
MASK_WARM_RS
T, suppress WDI
pulse

Safety function
triggered,
/SAFE_STATE
asserted,
MASTER_SPI_MISO
low

Normal operation OK

D3 MCU Internal MCU error Assert
MASK_WARM_RS
T, assert /ERROR

Safety function
triggered,
/SAFE_STATE
asserted,
MASTER_SPI_MISO
low

Normal operation OK

D4 VREF UV/OV 100-Ohm resistor
between U12.1 and
GND

ADC code for ADIN5
changes

Normal operation OK

http://www.ti.com.cn
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表表 9. Test Plan (continued)
TEST
CASE

SECTION TEST ACTION EXPECTED RESULT CONDITIONS TEST
RESULT

M14 DIN DI reverse polarity
(module not powered)

Apply 24 V/GND to
J4.2/J5.1

No input current Vin = 0 V OK

D5 Force 0-state Short J5.1 and
J5.2, apply DIAG-0
to DI1

0-state is read while 1-
state is applied to the
input

Normal operation OK

D6 Force 1-state 100-kΩ resistor
between J5.1 and
J5.2, apply DIAG-1
to DI1

1-state is read while 0-
state is applied to the
input

Normal operation OK

D7 DI1 to DI2 short in 0-
state

100-kΩ resistor
between J5.1 and
J5.2, 100-kΩ
resistor between
J5.3 and J5.4,
short J5.1 and
J5.3, apply DIAG-1
to DI1

DI1 changes from 0-
state to 1-state, DI1
remains in 0-state, DI2
ADC input voltage
raises about 300 mV

Normal operation OK

D8 DI1 to Vin short Short J4.1 to J5.1,
de-assert
SENSSUP_CTRL

DI1 still in 1-state Normal operation OK

D9 DI1 to GND short,
external switch on (low
impedance)

Short J5.1 to J5.2,
short J5.1 to J4.2

/FLT_SENSSUP
asserted (overcurrent) -
latched, DI1 in WB-
state

Normal operation OK

D10 DI1 to GND short,
external switch off (high
impedance)

100-kΩ resistor
between J5.1 to
J5.2, short J5.1 to
J4.2

DI1 in WB-state Normal operation OK

D11 Vin to Vsup short,
external switch on (low
impedance)

Short J5.1 to J5.2,
short J5.2 to J4.1,
de-assert
SENSSUP_CTRL

DI1 still in 1-state Normal operation OK

D12 Vin to Vsup short,
external switch off (high
impedance)

100-kΩ resistor
between J5.1 to
J5.2, short J5.2 to
J4.1, de-assert
SENSSUP_CTRL

DI1 still in 0-state Normal operation OK

D13 Vsup to GND short Short J5.2 to J4.2 /FLT_SENSSUP
asserted (overcurrent) -
latched, all DI in WB-
state

Normal operation OK

D14 DI open wire - DI1 in WB-state Normal operation OK

http://www.ti.com.cn
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4 Design Files

The following sections shows the collateral of this design downloadable from the product folder from
http://www.ti.com.

4.1 Schematics

To download the schematics, see the design files at TIDA-010049.

4.2 Bill of Materials

To download the bill of materials (BOM), see the design files at TIDA-010049.

4.3 PCB Layout Recommendations

The size of the board is 75 mm x 60 mm (2.95" x 2.36"). All components are placed on the top side for
better debugging. All field-side related signals (digital inputs, supplies) are connectable using terminal
blocks on the left side of the board. The SPI bus to the master located at the backplane side is placed on
the right side of the board. Visibility from the terminal side was not taken into consideration in the
placement of the LEDs as expected in a I/O module mounted in a I/O slot of the PLC. This is a reference
design not considered to be used as-is in a system.

4.3.1 Layout Prints

To download the layer plots, see the design files at TIDA-010049.

4.4 Altium Project

To download the Altium Designer® project files, see the design files at TIDA-010049.

4.5 Gerber Files

To download the Gerber files, see the design files at TIDA-010049.

4.6 Assembly Drawings

To download the assembly drawings, see the design files at TIDA-010049.

5 Related Documentation
1. Texas Instruments, Safety manual for RM42x and RM41x Hercules™ Arm® -based safety critical

microcontrollers user's guide
2. Texas Instruments, ADC source impedance for Hercules™ Arm® safety MCUs application report
3. Texas Instruments, Reference design of eight-channel, parallel, 1-A, high-side, digital output module

for PLC design guide
4. Spectrum Digital, Inc. (SDI), XDS200 Quick Start Guide

5.1 商商标标

E2E, Hercules, FemtoFET are trademarks of Texas Instruments.
Altium Designer is a registered trademark of Altium LLC or its affiliated companies.
Arm, Cortex are registered trademarks of Arm Limited.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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5.2 Third-Party Products Disclaimer

TI'S PUBLICATION OF INFORMATION REGARDING THIRD-PARTY PRODUCTS OR SERVICES DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSEMENT REGARDING THE SUITABILITY OF SUCH PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES OR A WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION OR ENDORSEMENT OF SUCH PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES, EITHER ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH ANY TI PRODUCT OR SERVICE.

6 About the Author

LARS LOTZENBURGER is a systems engineer at Texas Instruments, where he is responsible for
developing reference design solutions for the industrial segment. Lars brings to this role his extensive
experience in analog and digital circuit development, PCB design, and embedded programming. Lars
earned his diploma in electrical engineering from the University of Applied Science in Mittweida, Saxony,
Germany. He currently focuses on functional safety and human machine interface (HMI) applications for
the industrial sector.
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